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Apartment in Nueva Andalucía Reference: R3672365

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 M²: 93

Price: 0 €
Rent: 0 € / Month
Short Rent:
from 900 to 1,850 € / Week

Status: Rent, Vacational Property Type: Apartment Parking places: by request Printing day : 6th July 2024



Overview:Stylish Scandi-style in Aloha Gardens! Newly renovated (2019) garden apartment in the sought after
urbanisation Aloha Gardens. Scandinavian style with open plan between kitchen and living room that opens up to
the large terrace and private garden with sofa and dining table for 6 people. Two large bedrooms with double beds
and two modern and fresh bathrooms with shower and bath. Fully equipped as a holiday home with tourist license
VFT / MA / 17981. Large indoor garage with private parking space and ample parking directly outside the gates.
Aloha gardens is a well maintained secure complex in a traditional Andalusian style. Beautiful gardens in the area
as well as two outdoor pools and an indoor pool which is heated. Golf and tennis courts are in the immediate
vicinity. Here there are no stairs to get to and to enter the apartment so it can work for guests with reduced mobility
in this way. However, there are stairs within the complex to get to the pools. Nueva Andalucia is a popular vacation
destination, both for the proximity to the sea and beaches as well as many famous golf courses. This apartment is
in the Aloha area, in the heart of Nueva Andalucia. Here most amenities are within walking distance, centrally
located with several cozy restaurants, cafes, bars and pool club right around the corner and to the sea and Puerto
Banus it is a 5 minute drive. Bus stop and taxi are right outside on the street for guests without a car.

Features:

Pool, Air conditioning, Heating, Private garden, Parking, Holiday Home


